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- Get your monies worth from your room, flush the toilet several times an hour.
- If your room has two beds, sleep in both of them.
- Read all the sexy parts of the Gideon bible.
- Have sex.
- Take all the stationary and all the convenience items left in the better hotels for that purpose.
- Use the magic fingers with several other people.
- Leave all the lights on all the time.

Watch the TV, play the radio. If they don’t work, complain and get new ones. When they come leave them on.
- Go to the consuite and eat all you can.
- Go to the artshow and complain loudly about all the unicorns, spocks and Doctor who’s.
- Complain about everything.
- Stay up as much as you can.
- Ride the elevators and keep them busy.
- If you are sharing a room, complain about being locked out for endless hours. Kick the door and yell in the hall. Getting an extra key helps.
- Leave messages for your friends at the desk.
- Have Rick cook food in your room.
- Talk endlessly about all the cons you’ve been to and all the people you’d like to screw.
- Complain about Battlestar Galactica, and talk about how stupid it is.
- Go out for breakfast as soon as it’s light and then back to bed.
- Eat at the hotel restaurant and complain.
- Complain about the large numbers of book in the June dealers room.
- Have a woman crash in your room for sex. Talk her into paying for half.
- Talk about the media incessantly, doing all the bits you can remember from Monty Python, the good show and now the current fave raves in Minneapolis—Bob and Doug.

- Go walking about the city, with someone, all the while complaining about the convention.
- Go to the programming and talk loudly.
- Stay in your room.
- Ask for extra towels.
- If you drink beer, fill your bathtub full of ice and keep your beer cold. Most hotels have free ice. Shower in the room of someone who doesn’t drink beer.
- Tell people about parties that don’t exist.
- Talk about the people who aren’t there.
- Walk the halls endlessly, drinking beer and talking about sex.
- Let people shower in your room, unless you’re a beer drinker.
"Hey, Jim. Jim."
"Just a minute, Joe."
"I want to ask you something. I want you to spell something for me. Jim, can you do that?"

"Sure, John."
"What I want you to spell for me, New York."
"John, why you ask me to do that?"
"I just want you to spell New York, Jim."

"Well, alright, I'm going to go ahead, man, N-E-W Y-O-R-K. That's New York, man."

"No, Jim, you've made a mistake, Jim. I'm going to teach you the right way and the proper way to spell New York."

"Well, go ahead, John."
"A knife, a fork, a bottle and a cork. That's the way to spell New York, Jim. Yeah, You see, I'm a dynamite. So, all's you gotta do is hold me tight, because I'm out of sight, you know, cause, I'm a dynamite.

When everytime I walk in the rain, Man, oh, man I feel a pain, I feel a burning pain, keep on burning in my bloody brain,

I've got cocain running around my brain. I've got cecaine running around my brain.

Cocaine in my brain—Dillenger from CB200

Now, how Stever spells New York.

-Open air, fish markets.
-Hot dog vendors.
-Black poyeyes.
-David's cookies.
-Walkman capital of the world.
-Young entrepreneurs selling shirts, fresh fruit, or drugs.
-Subway Graffiti with alien alphabet.
-Giggling at the notion of a phone freak working at the phone company.

Bob and Doug's little Known Facts.

"Okay, so like, today's topic is Alcohol Enemas."
"Right, the Aztecs had alcohol enemas because they only had Tequila and Doctor Pepper."
"Take off."
"That would burn my bum."
"You can't say that, hoser."
"Take off."
"You take off."
"Gimme a smoke."
"Take off. Get your own. I bought these."
"I don't have any money."
"We're out of time."
"G-day."
"G-day."
During the hayday of Decadent Winnipeg Fandom our meetings would start early Saturday evenings and run the night. Fueled by booze and Coke (the liquid kind) we'd play records and talk until our eyes would plead with us to go home. It was during these late night torture sessions that Stuart Gilson learned to cartoon. The following cartoons are some of my favorites.
MEND: RE: ACTORS FOR JAMES — THE TWO PAGES I PROMISED HIM...

A SCOTSMAN PROSTRATING IN THE FASHION OF AN HIMBALLOON

A FOGHORN PROOFED IT MAJUTRA

FEMININE DEODORANT
(RUM-SCENTED)

DIRTY FEET DEODORANT SOAP...
A Scotsman arguing the finer points of sentence with a vacuum tube...

"I'm just a sweet Boowa\n\n\nWatt\n\nReality?\n\nBisexual..."
DO YOUR CAT A FAVOUR: SERVE HIM 'BODWATT TUNA SWISHIES' TONIGHT! IT'S THE STUFF THAT MORRIS LOVES!!!

ETHNIC STUDY #176:
A VIKING WHO ISN'T EVEN REMOTELY SCOTTISH

A GIFTED PIECE OF LARD LECTURING A FLY ON THE NICETIES OF LOGICAL POSITIVISM
Things to do in Saint Paul

White Castle

For those of you who live in culturally deprived areas devoid of these culinary treasure houses, here are directions to the nearest of these shrines located in Saint Paul.
- exit hotel- turn right on Tabasha st.- walk eleven blocks- turn left on Capitol st.- walk six blocks to the corner of Rice st. and University ave.- the White Castle is located on the northwest corner-

Ramsey County Jail

If you commit a felony just walk across the street and turn yourself in.

Ramsey County Detox

If you feel the need to spend your weekend with a different breed of drunks and junkies just cross the street, crawl down the bluff, and turn yourself in.

The Rail Yards

An interesting view of the Saint Paul rail yards can be obtained by walking ten blocks or further east on Kellogg Blvd. from the hotel.
On March 27th, the votes were tallied, and a new Minn-Stf Board of Directors was elected: Don Bailey, Judy Gilcain, Scott Ines, Karen Johnson, and Kate Worley. (Those of you who pay attention to these things will note that there’s only one holdover from last year; and that two of these people have never been on the board before.) So good luck, and please don’t cut our budget. The Board chose Dean Gahlon to move up from Secretary to the Presidency itself. Taking over as Secretary will be Lynn Anderson. Joel Halpern and Steve Brust retain their posts as Vice-President and Treasurer, disrespectfully.

In other news, the Minicon 14 Publications Committee has been absorbed by the RUNE staff. They cited an absence of any market for further Minicon 14 Progress Reports as the reason for the merger. The new, combined staff will be publishing a new, combined newspaper, The Pig’s Eye-Landing Daily Rune. Sources said they expect it to last three issues before folding. Others expect to fold, spindle and mutilate the first issue.

(PS: "Pig’s Eye Landing Daily Rune" is a cute reference to the front cover of the Program Book, but you probably wouldn’t know that because it didn’t repro very well.)

Upcoming meetings:

17 April Minn-Stf meeting at Denny Lien’s—2528 15th Ave. S, Mpls, 55404/722-5217.

1 May Minn-Stf Meeting at Don Bailey’s—3042 Harriet Ave. S, Mpls, 55408 622-2851.

Bring Your Own, and live it up.